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ACT Canada Congratulates the Winners of the ACT Canada Innovation Awards

Niagara Falls, ON, Canada — May 2, 2018 - ACT Canada, the stakeholder association Engaging, Enabling and Evolving Commerce in Canada since 1989, is pleased to announce the winners of the ACT Canada Innovation Awards. The ACT Canada Innovation Awards recognize the ingenuity of the winners and the value that implementations of emerging technologies bring to the market.

We are pleased to announce the following winners:

Retail Payment Innovation Launch of the Year
Presented to Zomaron for Givepoint

Fraud Prevention/Security Innovation of the Year
Presented to Gemalto for Gemalto Assurance HUB (GAH)

Fintech/Incumbent Collaboration of the Year
Presented to Berkeley Payments & Mastercard for their collaboration on the Instant Issuance Prepaid for Disaster Relief

Payment Solution of the Year
Presented to Interac Corp for INTERAC e-Transfer Autodeposit and Request Money

Sonja Halvorson Memorial Social Merit Award Recipients:
Berkeley Payments & Mastercard for Instant Issuance Prepaid for Disaster Relief
Zomaron for Givepoint

Champion's Award Recipients:
Debbie Gamble
Todd Roberts

People’s Choice Award
Everlink Payment Services Inc for Lock’N’Block™

"ACT Canada is pleased to provide a program through which innovation and excellence in our industry is recognized. Innovation and ingenuity are key for market growth," said Andrea McMullen, President of ACT Canada.

ABOUT ACT CANADA
ACT Canada helps its members understand complex issues and filters the truth from market noise with respect to current and emerging commerce trends through a consultative approach. With representation of all ecosystem stakeholder groups, the association is able to provide knowledge and expertise to help members leverage opportunities, confront challenges and advance their businesses in a rapidly changing marketplace. Visit www.actcda.com for more details.